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House of Commons

26th June 2021

London
SW1A 0AA

Secretary of State for Health and Social Care

Dear Mr. Hancock MP,
Well further to my letter 11th June 2021 a copy below and despite the P.Ms alleged rhetoric that you are
fu***** hopeless and Dominic Cummings airing his strong views about you, I and many others I'm sure
were very grateful you stuck to your post and thankful for what you have done during the pandemic,
despite some errors as have others with what was an unknown early on.
It appears you have let yourself down not by the social distancing focussed upon, as then the G7 are
equally guilty as many of us are every day, although mostly inadvertently. But not only yourself, your wife
and family and the Country too, but not our ever forgiving Prime Minister, who since you apologised
considers the matter now closed. Like it or not MPs and members of Government are expected to set an
example to society and our permanent Establishment too
Although the Valuation Office Agency, the Tribunal Service, have never apologised to those they
defrauded and abused for these termed fraudulent (unwanted council taxes), the Whitewash Adjudicator,
the P.H.S.O and the H.M.R.C Serious Misconduct Panel for the attempted covering up of those crimes as
that is what they ultimately were. Although the Ombudsman cited “insufficient powers” as their excuse,
and remembering the Police did apologise they were powerless to act over the one word of civil, but none
of it was “civil” Mr. Hancock, none of it.
Maybe the Valuation Office Agency and their conspiring accomplices have already apologised to the Prime
Minister although not to my wife and I as after 5.9 years he would seem to have also considered as P.M
heads of the Civil Service and H.M.R.C with those involved, that the not so small matter of his abusive and
fraudulent civil servants paid from the public purse scamming homeowners is closed too? Well it may be
for Mr. Johnson and others, but not for us or society either I expect, given no apology.
What you and your aide did is no less than many others Mr. Hancock, the past is littered with errant MPs
not only Tory’s and to err is human as I have said especially concerning some of our more basic instincts,
but to do it at work at public offices and be filmed doing it must indicate some poor decision making and
judgement after all, as Mr. Cummings clearly implied, but I will leave for others to make their own minds
up.
Yours Sincerely

Mr & Mrs NR Gardiner + 4 neighbours
https://unwantedcounciltax.com/
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201314/cmselect/cmpubadm/writev/229/com07.htm
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House of Commons

11th June 2021

London
SW1A 0AA

Secretary of State for Health and Social Care
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Dear Mr. Hancock MP,
Minister for one of the more un-enviable Governments posts during the Covid-19 period, not over yet.
I write as I viewed on the B.B.C your appearance in front of another Committee today the 10th June 2021 first being
questioned by Greg Clark M.P then others, Mr. Clarke the very first M.P informed who then headed the Department
for Communities and Local Government as it was known, now the Ministry of Housing & Communities
Found later to be sponsoring what were rigged and corrupt Tribunals where no oath is ever sworn, evidence was
buried and were conspiring with the Valuation Office Agency to process innocent homeowners and others too in
relation to “Unwanted Council Taxes” first mentioned by David Cameron’s Anti-Corruption Champion the Rt Hon
Eric Jack Pickles M.P
But I write too regarding (CARE AT HOME) now unfortunately that sad part also needs to be exposed to our society
for their protection. Mr. Greg Clark’s office passed me onto a civil servant who initially was helpful, and then he
suddenly panicked, shut down communications, diving under his desk, from there and after the V.O.A rapidly left
our home refusing to answer any questions it confirmed again something was quite amiss in the world of our council
taxes & business rates, later the citizens’ complaints path too but that was unknowingly to come.
These frauds to homeowners, tenants in process, were compared by friends to state actions many years before in
another Country. I was surprised such a comparison could be seen by others, but later together with the found
whistleblower warnings, I realised they were not far off the mark, quite accurate and that was very concerning as
we were coerced and pushed to what they considered a final solution, a rigged and corrupted Tribunal process.
Mr. Greg Clark spoke about our Care Homes to you, who were seriously affected and infected by Covid 19. I do not
write to criticize Governments actions over Covid-19 as yes of course mistakes were made, as every other European
Government made similar errors, it was a difficult and unclear time with not many prepared and knowing.
Despite Mr. Cummings picture and his comments flashing up above you on the screen and reading the petition by
change.org I cannot help but feel sympathetic, as can we be prepared for everything? Then every countries fight to
obtain limited PPE stocks at that period.
My Wife and I and others were neither prepared for the abuse, bully boy tactics and fraud from public servants
whist in the confines of our home and in bed recovering from my second major cancer, losing my first cancer
support facility directly due to these civil service scams and abuses. My wife and I have come through it, as we all
will after Covid and the latest delta variant, well I hope so.
I write to remind you and Mr. Clark M.P as both of you were warned and advised of these public servant scams still
underway after the Cameron Government actions and the question of elderly care at home, although years gone
past it was exploited to ruthlessly defraud a close neighbour for some £22,000 they never owed and not a small sum
you must agree as our £450 a month wasn’t either.
Despite making every effort not to have this central information point for the public’s protection from those in the
Establishment whose moral compasses are broken or completely lost given the lack of action by this Conservative
Government and our Authorities, our Establishment.

Not every family has the ability to care for elderly relatives I quite understand that, but those who do were
exploited, scammed, bullied and abused many years later by the Valuation Office Agency to gain more corrupt
council taxes and misfeasance doesn’t quite cover it.
The worse part it wasn’t new as the writing of Sir Eric Pickles in the past confirms that, as he once headed the
Department for Communities himself.
Not only is the evidence and Valuation Office Agency modus operandi exposed, but it exposes care at home for
elderly relatives and how in one case it was 9 years, another some 16 years ago. But still public servants from both
the Valuation Office Agency leading, with our own District Council assisting, exploited that family care at home in a
most shameful and criminal way and little wonder they went into hiding and the Council Chief Executive fled.
https://unwantedcounciltax.com/valuation-tribunal-service/
Simply to further their aims to defraud citizens out of (unwanted council taxes) but more than that.
NOT THE BEST ADVERT TO ENCOURAGE FAMILIES IS IT MR HANCOCK? Secretary of State for Health and Social Care
and you can read both families statements of evidence here :https://unwantedcounciltax.com/joy-morrissey/
It’s been quite hard work the past nearly 6 years as I and many millions more had a belief that this country was not
as corrupt as many others. Two Homes Secretaries said the Conservatives were the party of law and order once
again, latterly by Priti Patel in October 2019 and said the government is "coming after the thugs, gangs, and
criminals who make law-abiding people's lives a misery".
As did our Prime Minister in May this year 2021 we need to hammer down hard on criminals causing so much
misery yet hasn’t managed it with his own public servants who caused my wife and I, together with our longest tern
neighbour very much misery back then, not enhanced by the Government and Establishment blatant cover ups &
closing of ranks, not a new practice either is it?
Well the evidence says we have a gang in our Establishment, not in the real sense, but the closing of ranks referred
by the former Prime Minister Theresa May in the House of Commons. The covering up, often quite blatant in their
confidance that their behaviour will be covered up from different departments and different people and it has
been, indicates ganging up public servant behaviour, not enhanced by inactions from our elected Government too,
our Justice Department and our Attorney Generals Offices and last but not least our own M.P Joy Morrissey.
Care at home is routinely undertaken by many families for their loved ones and without a second thought and quite
right, but it’s not possible for every family but it should be encouraged Mr Hancock without families being
scammed and abused very many years later, but not only for that as we found in our small community.
I know the Valuation Office and its seedy operations and behaviour used to cause upset to the Rt Hon Eric Pickles
MP and we are going back years. The V.O.A was quite unknown by the man and woman in the street and the
homeowners and that hasn’t changed much. It will change from here and then my work will be finished as there is
little point beating my head against a corrupted, whitewashed system anymore.
Our member for Parliament Joy Morrissey MP for Beaconsfield being the inevitable final straw, elected in late 2019
but if she remains hidden in her bunker will she be re-elected in 2024? We will see if I’m still here.
I cannot condemn you Mr Hancock as others have done as I don’t know the facts, but what I do know is you stuck
to your post so we thank you for that as Covid is on the back heel now we continue to hope. They say to err is
human as long as it’s not intentional, lest we forget. What we need now is for our GPs and local surgeries to get
back to some normality with many failing to get to see their doctors and not just in our area.
Little wonder it took the families and loved ones of those 450 souls in the Memorial Hospital Gosport so long to get
the truth and I’m sure our fallen soldiers will not wish to be remembered by that place. I don’t compare our
circumstances and that of the others of course, but the corruption, deceit the lies and cover ups, all the same. Our
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Government and public services when something goes wrong have become predictable I suppose and it’s quite
shameful.
The speed at which these frauds, the bullying and corruption were carried out, now compare that timescale with the
time trying to get it fixed so it cannot happen a third time.
Yours Sincerely

Mr & Mrs NR Gardiner + 4 neighbours
https://unwantedcounciltax.com/
https://unwantedcounciltax.com/protection-for-your-constituents/
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201314/cmselect/cmpubadm/writev/229/com07.htm

